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Since the writing of this book has continued from the mid-sixties to now (2005), the references span 50 years or so. In fact, the heyday of self-help in the 1970s followed and was partly inspired by the revolutionary 1960s.

Therefore, don’t discount some of the older references cited here. The early self-help publications are the proud parents of our somewhat better science-based self-control techniques being developed today.

Look up each reference by author:
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Atkins, D. (2004). *I’m OK, you’re my parents: How to overcome guilt, let go of anger, and create a relationship the works*. Henry Holt & Co. Young adults and middle-aged adults still have a lot of problems with their parents. This book focuses on reducing various tensions and irritations between adult children and parents.


Buros, O. (1993 or any year). *Mental measurements yearbook*. Highland Park, NJ: Gryphon Press. This describes all published tests. Most tests are only sold to professionals.


Danaher, B. G. & Lichtenstein, E. (1982). Comprehensive smoking cessation program (Cassette recording #2869). New York: Guilford Publication. $57.50


Dougry Center Staff (1999). *35 ways to help a grieving child*. The Dougry Center for grieving children.


Haaken, J. (2000). *Pillar of salt*. (Portland State University, haakenj@pdx.edu.)


Heim, P., Murphy, S., & Golant, S. K. (2003). *In the company of women: Indirect aggression among women: Why we hurt each other and how to stop*. Tarcher.


Self-management and behavior change from theory to practice (pp. 571-599). New York: Pergamon Press.


Dr. Khan (June, 2002), Medical Director, Northwest Clinical Research Center, Bellevue, WA.


Levin, L. C. (1975, April 13). The gimmick is credible authority, the market is inexhaustible. *New York Times*.


Levine, M. J. (1997). *I wish I were thin; I wish I were fat*, New York: Fireside Books.


Mace, D. & Mace, V. (1974). *We can have better marriages if we really want them*. Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press.


MacPike, L. (1993). *There's something I've been meaning to tell you*. Tallahassee, FL: Naiad.


storybook characters as determinants of achievement behavior by boys and


*Psychology Today, 12*, 54-65.

Hawthorne Educational Services.

York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company.

McCary, B. (1982). Sexual dysfunctions and dissatisfactions among middle-
years couples. *Journal of Sex Education and Therapy, 8* (2), 9-12.

Graf.

& Sons.


New York: Free Press.

Learning Press.

Washington, D.C.: APA.

House.

Library.


Brunner/Mazel.


McHolland, J. & McInnis, N. (n. d.). Every student is a gifted student. Unpublished manuscript: Counseling Center, Kendall College, Evanston, IL.


Miller, W. R. How to control your drinking. A self-help manual. Department of Psychology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M. 87131-1161


**N-O**


Nay, W. R. (2004). *Taking charge of anger: How to resolve conflict, sustain relationships, and express yourself without losing control*. Guilford Publications. Helps you attend to both expressing your anger and keeping the important relationships intact.


O. Dr. Paul (1997). *There's more to quitting drinking than quitting drinking*. Islewest Press (http://www.islewest.com)


Paul, J. & Paul, M. (1983). Do I have to give up me to be loved by you? Minneaplois, MN: CompCare Publications.


*Playboy* (October, 1976). What's really happening on campus.


Q-R


---


Rimland, (June, 1982). *Psychology Today, 16,* 6, 78.


Sawires, Peter. (2003). The *Family Violence Prevention Fund’s “Heart Alert,” Volume 8, No.1*


Schmidt, U. & Treasure, J. (1993). *Getting better bit(e) by bit(e).*


Scholing, A. & Emmelkamp, P. M. (1993). Exposure with and without
cognitive therapy for generalized social phobia: Effects of individual and group


achievement motivation to education: The assessment of motive to succeed


Schwartz, F. (1972). *How to go to work when your husband is against it, your
children aren't old enough, and there's nothing you can do anyway*. New
York: Simon & Schuster.

Schwartz, J. (1999). *The complete idiot's guide to online dating and relating.*
Macmillan/Que.

assessment data. *Health Psychology, 17*, 6-16.


behaviors in patients with chronic pain. *Journal of Consulting and Clinical
Psychology, 62*, 861-864.

New York: Free Press.

and structure of values: Extensions and cross-cultural replications. *Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology, 58*, 878-891.

Schuster.

to share power*. New York: New market.

Hemisphere Publishing.


Short, R. (1992). *Sex, love, or infatuation? How can I really know?* Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Fortress Publisher.


Singer, T., et al. (January, 2006). Empathic neural responses are modulated by the perceived fairness of others. Nature. (Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College London.


Sawires, Peter. (2003). The Family Violence Prevention Fund’s "Heart Alert,” Volume 8, No.1


Stevens, T. G. (1998). *You can choose to be happy.* (http://front.csulb.edu/tstevens/)


Tate, P. (1994). *Alcohol: How to give it up and be glad you did*. Altamonte Springs, FL: Rational Self Help.


U.S. prison population swells to more than 2 million [Associated Press]. [April 24, 2005].


Weinrich, J. D. (1987). *Sexual landscapes: Why we are what we are, why we love whom we love*. New York: Macmillan.


Wrobleski, A. (1994). *Suicide: Survivor's guide for those left behind*. SAVE.
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